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President’s Report
Bill Loveday

Bicycle riding
in Queensland
experienced some
gains and some
setbacks in 2012.
Bicycle
Queensland’s
vision is to make
bicycle riding a commonplace activity in
all Queensland households.
Bicycle riding is good for public health,
in terms of improving individual health,
increasing quality years of life through
physical activity and paying dividends
to the community in lowering chronic
disease, improving mental health and
lessening the burden on an overtaxed
health system. Bicycle riding also offers
excellent environmental outcomes, is
a key component in urban transport
solutions, and offers significant economic
benefits in tourism and retailing. Bicycle
riding is also an intrinsically pleasurable
activity on many different levels.
Bicycle Queensland is advocating
for improved bicycle facilities and
infrastructure, conducting mass
participation events, building a
strong membership and keeping the
organisation vital and able to meet the
challenges of a changing world.
We also continually monitor and evaluate
the state of bicycle riding, and our
performance as an organisation.
In 2012, we had some gains and some
losses in assessing the strategic
scorecard. Queensland experienced a
change of government along with public
sector spending cuts and cycling was not
immune from this.
However, the new government is still a
supporter of cycling and we are building
relationships with the new teams in all
areas.
Bicycle Queensland events were again
hugely successful, well patronised and
kept the profile of cycling large in the
Queensland community. Pleasingly,
Cycle Queensland, Bicycle Queensland’s
multi-day event returned to profit, after
the reversal of 2011.
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The increasing calendar of bicycle events
– although heartening from a cycling
participation point of view – means the
organisation has to continually evaluate
its portfolio of events to ensure they are
meeting strategic priorities.

(Kym McDougall – Vice President,
Jenny Attreed – Secretary, Brendan
McGarry – Treasurer, and Committee
members – Kieran Lynch, Bruce Rogers,
Peter Seymour and Greg Vann) for their
dedication and support in 2012.

Membership numbers continue to grow
and those members who join us are
staying with us, with almost 80% of
members choosing to renew in 2012.

Thanks also to Manager, Ben Wilson, and
his exceptional team of staff who seem
to remain unflappable and upbeat in the
face of some extraordinary challenges.

While Bicycle Queensland serves the
whole of the cycling community, we strive
to make membership something of value
and note, and we are continually looking
to improve here. Higher membership
numbers also means we can achieve
more in advocacy terms.

A very special thanks to the volunteers
from all over Queensland who do such
great work for Bicycle Queensland. These
folk are the bedrock on which Bicycle
Queensland can manage to do many of
the wonderful things it does to keep the
organisation working so successfully.

The organisation itself is going from
strength to strength with new staff and
new ideas flowing in (see the Manager’s
Report for more details).

Thanks also to those bicycle riders,
clubs, and bicycle user groups who keep
pedalling the cycling message in their
communities.

Bicycle Queensland is also reaping many
of the benefits of its professional and
measured conduct over the years. There
are now major champions of cycling in
motoring organisations, the media and
corporate Queensland. The
profile of cycling continues
to grow and the numbers of
bicycle riders increases each
year, on all fronts. This is the
ultimate measure of Bicycle
Queensland’s success.

Yours in cycling,

As we look ahead, the tough
task for Bicycle Queensland
will be finding its way forward
in the challenging world that
all not-for-profit groups now
face. We will be continually
re-examining our strategic
focus across both executive
and operational aspects.
2013 is again a year of many
challenges. However, Bicycle
Queensland is in the strongest
position it can be to face these
challenges and encouraging
the ever growing groundswell
of bicycle riding in Queensland.
I thank the talented
management committee

Bill Loveday
President

About Bicycle Queensland
Bicycle Queensland is a self-funded community
organisation, independent of government. Our members
are from diverse backgrounds and participate in all forms of
cycling. Getting more people on bicycles more often is the
passionate mission of Bicycle Queensland.

More people cycling more often
Our efforts secure better conditions for cyclists and get
more people cycling.

Bicycle Queensland

Highlights of 2012
Keeping the organisation healthy
•

14,171 members

•

A turn-around improvement in financial performance
to strengthen reserves

•

Consistent attendance in all major riding events and
growth in Ride to Work and School programs

•

Safe and responsible work management practices at
the workplace and in external events

•

Strategic review process continued on Bicycle
Queensland’s direction

•

An increasing awareness of our mission throughout
our operations: to get more people cycling more often

Cycling in the community
•

Strong levels of investment in cycling by the state
government and most councils

•

Very strong data on more people cycling and the
health advantages to our community from this

•

While not guaranteed, a more informed debate
regarding cycling is developing in the media – with
the ‘penny dropping’ for many to understand the
importance of riding a bike to more people

•

CityCycle improving its take-up – 700 users a day
casting a relaxed and friendly image of cycling around
Brisbane

•

A continued growth of bike events throughout the
state

•

Active Towns (Mackay, Cairns and Gold Coast) getting
traction with cycling’s integration in an active and
sustainable community

•

Represents the interests of members as cyclists

•

Champions cyclists’ needs, rights and responsibilities

•

Promotes better cycling facilities and safety

•

Encourages more people to take up cycling for
recreation and transport

•

Provides services to cyclists

Members receive
•

Personal accident insurance in case they crash while
cycling and public-liability insurance in case they
cause damage to someone else or their property while
cycling

•

Member pre-sale entry opportunities for Bicycle
Queensland events including Bike Week and the
Brisbane to the Gold Coast Cycle Challenge

•

Bi-monthly copies of Ride On magazine and rideQ (our
member newsletter)

The Committee
The Management Committee of 2012:
President: Bill Loveday; Vice-President: Kym McDougall;
Secretary: Jenny Attreed; Treasurer: Brendan McGarry;
Committee Members: Kieran Lynch, Bruce Rogers, Greg
Vann and Peter Seymour.
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Manager’s Report
Ben Wilson

Bicycle
Queensland’s
direction remained
firmly to get more
people cycling
more often and
to use our skills,
resources and
influence to
achieve this outcome. But, after posting
a significant loss ($146,338) in 2011,
attention was also firmly on the bottomline in our operations, and balancing the
needs of our organisation to achieve
its mission and remain a healthy viable
not-for-profit organisation. Some
internal rearrangements were made and
costs reviewed across the board, with
a firm eye on recovery of our overall
equity position through management
improvements.
2012’s external world was one in which
‘financial adventure’ was not the flavour
of the annum. So it was hard yards to
develop, and whenever possible, improve
our output, protect our brand but balance
our books.
Fortunately we were able to do that
despite the external pressures of a
tough economic environment, with
state dollars in particular being scarcer
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following the government’s concern with
Queensland’s financial situation seeing
cut-backs across the board.
But in the face of a tightened operational
structure for Bicycle Queensland, the
world of cycling continued to grow in
Queensland with Bicycle Queensland
keenly involved in this.
Numbers overall continued upward in
ride participation (albeit in the myriad of
events on offer, not just ours) and bike
sales and cycle interest continued to
reach higher levels.
Excellent groundwork was laid with
government and council policy and
planning improvements which perhaps
made for small improvements in cycling
conditions over the year but will lead
to larger improvements in the future. It
could be a new bikeway here, or a new
work-place changing facility there – the
future is bright as builders and bulldozers
are making more bike facilities, and
planning is recognising the need to
provide for cycling in projects.
We are pedalling onward with greater
gusto and acceptance.

Cycling Development
The state had been in a good trajectory
for some years with realistic funding
levels for significant signature projects
– many of which stand as testament to
their creators. However, the year ended
with fiscal problems for cycling as the
new state government implemented
financial cut-backs both to the Transport
and Main Roads Department and projects
– with major bikeways at Centenary and
Redcliffe put on the backburner.
However, many programs and projects
were maintained and progress across
the state was slowed but not stopped.
Councils are playing a bigger part in
maintaining the momentum, with
South East Queensland leading with
key infrastructure spending. Regional
councils varied in their input but most
embraced cycling in 2012.
On a daily basis, Bicycle Queensland sees
or hears of new bike lanes and bikeways,
old bikeways being improved and bike
counts registering more people using
bikes.
On the critical community health front –
the need for more cycling is recognised
universally by government and pleasingly
by major health organisations, many of

whom partner Bicycle Queensland in its
mission.

Organisation
Bicycle Queensland has paid particular
attention to the marketing of our name
and brand to have more recognition of
the significant work we do. It is expected
in the modern world to be recognised and
increased recognition has encouraged
community support and membership
growth.
We have instigated several
improvements in membership retention
with significant results. Membership
numbers have continued to grow from
12,083 to 14,171 during 2012 and has
proved a significant area of improvement
for Bicycle Queensland’s overall financial
situation.

Events
Bicycle Queensland greatly values its key
events for the variety of benefits they
bring to cycling. But each has challenges
that put us in a field of high maintenance
and at times stress – which is part of the
outdoor events industry.

particularly national events such as Ride
to Work and Ride to School days as it
takes the cycling message throughout
Queensland and links us to the best
practice cycling organisations nationally.

We worked hard on the delivery of our
2012 Cycle Queensland event, and
turned around a substantial loss from
2011 into a reasonable profit for 2012,
with more attention to detail delivering a
positive outcome. Rider numbers were up
and satisfaction was strong so the result
was pleasing.

After a positive 2012 for cycling, and our
rebound from a financially negative year
in 2011, Bicycle Queensland has turned
the corner and finds itself in good shape
to make 2013 a great year and to see
more people cycling more often.

Looking forward

Bike Week maintains its place as both
an attention grabbing celebration and
a behaviour change mechanism with
multiple opportunities for people to see,
hear about or participate in any part of
the festival. Weather was a challenge, as
it always is for one event or another, but
its following and returns were solid.
Brisbane to the Gold Coast Cycle
Challenge remains our biggest event
in participation. Its 8000 participants
riding 100 kilometres is Queensland’s
leading bike event by far and captures
the interest of the Queensland cycling
community.
Bicycle Queensland has increased
its involvement in other programs,
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Abridged Financial Report
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Thank you
Special thanks to the following sponsors
and partners for their support:

4BC
4BH
99 Bikes
Active Cycle Coaching
BDO
BikeExchange.com.au
Brisbane City Council
Brisbane Produce Market
Budget Car and Truck Rental
Capilano
Crumpler
Cyclecover
Dairy Farmers
Diabetes Queensland
Emma & Tom’s
Endeavour Foundation
Epic Cycles
Fraser Coast Chronicle
Gold Coast City Council
Goldcross Cycles
Gourmet en Counter
Ground Effect
Hammer Nutrition
Heart Foundation
Hot Tomato 102.9FM
McInnes Wilson Lawyers
Merlo Coffee
Queensland Government
RACQ
River City Cycles
Santos GLNG Project
SCODY
South Bank Corporation
Suncorp Bank
Transcity Joint Venture
TransLink
WilsonHTM Investment Group

Bicycle Queensland Inc.
ABN: 11 428 868 797
Incorporation No.: IA9565
28 Vulture Street, West End QLD 4101
Post: 	PO Box 5957
West End QLD 4101
Phone:

(07) 3844 1144

Fax:

(07) 3319 6855

E-mail:

bqinfo@bq.org.au

Web: 	www.bq.org.au
facebook.com/bicycle.qld
twitter.com/bicycle_qld
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